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Abstract: As one of the major branches in biomechanics，cellular and molecular biomechanics have made
much progress in mechano-biological and mechano-chemical coupling in the past decades． Cells sense various
in vivo mechanical stimuli，which initiate downstream signaling via mechanosensitive proteins to balance external
forces． It is required to understand what mechanical features of distinct cells are and how external forces are
transduced to biochemical signals． Multi-scale integration from cellular，subcellular，to molecular level in a cell
promotes the understanding of mechanosensation，mechanotransmission，mechanotransduction，and mechano-
epigenetics． In this review，the progress update in cellular and molecular biomechanics is provided and relevant
scientific issues，methodological approaches，and potential applications are discussed．
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图 2 外力作用下细胞膜表面 2 整合素可从原始弯折的低亲和性构
象向站立并外翻的高亲和性构象转变
Fig． 2 Conformational change of membrane-anchored 2-integrin
from original bent low-affinity to stand-up， swung-out
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